Liability Waiver For International Travel
Signature below will indicate the following:

I, _____________________ (name), have read the risk statement and liability waiver. I am aware of the hazards and risks to myself and my property associated with serving in _________________(country) on the dates of _______________ to_____________ ______(year).

This is to certify that I will not hold Humanitize Expeditions or any person connected to Humanitize Expeditions liable for injury, disease, or delay of return, or any other claims, while under the supervision of Humanitize Expeditions.

This signed document allows Humanitize Expeditions and any person connected to Humanitize Expeditions to use any and all photos and video taken during an expedition for promotional and advertising use.

Liability Waiver

I have volunteered to participate in humanitarian work with Humanitize Expeditions (L3C) and in country NGO's during the dates indicated above.

I understand that this trip involves potential dangers, including disease, violence, riots, earthquakes, theft or damage to personal property, heat, humidity, and physical deprivation. I understand that I am subjecting myself to all of these risks, which may result in the loss of property, serious injury and possibly death. Notwithstanding these risks, I wish to participate.

I assume the risk of participating in this endeavor. I hereby release and discharge Humanitize Expeditions and any person connected to Humanitize Expeditions from any and all claims, costs, or liabilities for death, personal injury, loss or damages of any kind or nature which may happen during this trip, including claims arising from Humanitize Expeditions and/or any person connected to Humanitize Expeditions own negligence. I agree not to sue Humanitize Expeditions or any person connected to Humanitate Expeditions for any of the claims I have released and discharged. This Release of Liability shall be binding on my heirs, assignees, successors, and personal representatives, and anyone else who may seek to sue on my behalf.
Risk Statement

Traveling abroad has certain inherent risks not typically found or associated with travel inside the Continental United States. These risks can include hazards to both your person and property through accident, disease, criminal and terrorist acts, weather conditions, or inadequate medical services and supplies. There can be added emotional and physical stress due to loneliness, culture shock, and long hours.

Additional Risks specific to traveling abroad (Include but not limited to):

- Infectious Diseases
- Political or Civil Unrest
- Drowning, if travel brings you into contact with bodies of water
- Petty theft
- Animal attacks due to service in remote areas

We realize that it is impossible to predict, or fully prepare you for every circumstance you will face. However, it is our goal to advise all participants of the assumed risks associated with humanitarian work in a foreign country and the Humanitize Expeditions policies, through this Risk Statement. In addition, we encourage you to prepare yourself for service through a number of ways:

- Prepare yourself physically and mentally for service.
- Read all you can on the potential country of service.
- Contact Humanitize Expeditions to obtain any information we may have.
- Talk with others who have been in the country and in the specific locale.
- Contact your government office, such as the U.S. State Department, to obtain the most up-to-date information on the area.
- Take any additional steps you feel are necessary.

Dated this __________day of __________, ______.

Participant signature____________________________________________

Participant Name (please print)___________________________________

Guardian Signature (if under 18) ___________________________________